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Abstract: Due to the low working efficiency of apple harvesting robots, there is  still a long way to go for commercialization.  
The machine performance and extended operating time are the two research aspects for improving efficiencies of harvesting 
robots, this study focused on the extended operating time and proposed a round-the-clock operation mode.  Due to the 
influences of light, temperature, humidity, etc., the working environment at night is relatively complex, and thus restricts the 
operating efficiency of the apple harvesting robot.  Three different artificial light sources (incandescent lamp, fluorescent lamp, 
and LED lights) were selected for auxiliary light according to certain rules so that the apple night vision images could be 
captured.  In addition, by color analysis, night and natural light images were compared to find out the color characteristics of 
the night vision images, and intuitive visual and difference image methods were used to analyze the noise characteristics.  The 
results showed that the incandescent lamp is the best artificial auxiliary light for apple harvesting robots working at night, and 
the type of noise contained in apple night vision images is Gaussian noise mixed with some salt and pepper noise.  The 
preprocessing method can provide a theoretical and technical reference for subsequent image processing. 
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1  Introduction  

According to the statistics of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) of the United Nations, apples are ranked 
second in global fruit production.  These statistics also show that 
China is the largest apple producer with an apple planting area and 
production exceeding 50% of the world and keeping an increasing 
tend during recent years.  In the whole process of apple 
production, harvesting work is time-consuming and laborious and 
has strong seasonality.  At present, apple harvesting is usually 
completed by manual operation, which is a highly labor-intensive 
task.  In addition, the urbanization and gradual population aging 
also cause an acute shortage of agricultural labor in recent years.  
All the above factors restrict apple production and contribute to 
losses in agricultural production.  To alleviate these contradictions, 
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fortunately, fruit and vegetable harvesting robot technology is 
improving. 

Nowadays, agricultural robots[1,2] or harvesting robots[3-7] have 
reached a new level. Moreover, the related studies of apple 
harvesting robot have also been carried out gradually and achieved 
good results[8-10].  For example, AFPM, one type of apple 
harvesting robot that was developed by a Belgian scholar for apple 
sizes of 6-11 cm in diameter, has a harvesting rate of approximately 
80% and a harvest cycle of approximately 9 s, which is the general 
development level in the current agricultural world[8].  In China, 
the new generation prototype was co-developed by the Chinese 
Academy of Agricultural Machinery Sciences and Jiangsu 
University; under laboratory conditions, the harvesting rate also 
reaches 80% and the harvesting speed is 15 s per apple, which 
represents the highest level achieved[9].  Currently, due to the 
lower harvesting efficiency, the apple harvesting robot is still in the 
laboratory research stage.  In general, there are two factors for 
improving harvesting efficiency under the unstructured 
environment of an orchard.  One is the self-performance 
improvement of apple harvesting robots, such as the monocular 
vision[11] and binocular vision[12], recognition and tracking of 
dynamic fruit[13], manipulator obstacle avoidance[14], path 
planning[15], green apple recognintion[16], and so on.  Another one 
is longer working time to implement the round-the-clock operation.   

The key problem of night working is how to capture and deal 
with the apple night vision image.  Related studies of this subject 
are few; however, with the help of many scholars, some progress 
has been attained in recent years.  Payne captures night vision 
images of mangos which are nearly mature enough, and the number 
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of mangos are recognized by color and texture features of YCbCr 
color space and then used to estimate the mango production[17].  
Font acquires the night vision images of ripe grapes under GRB 
color space to determine the number of grapes by calculating the 
spherical reflection peak on the grape surface[18].  Guo et al.[19] 
and Hayashi et al.[20] applied artificial light to the vision system of 
strawberry harvesting robots to reduce the influence of ambient 
light and to improve the quality of the captured images.  Zhang et 
al.[21] use night vision images to design a kind of hybrid classifier 
which is composed of SVM and super green operator, enabling 
green apples to be effectively recognized against a similar color 
background.  Liu et al.[22] used fragmentation theory to recognize 
night vision images.  Jia et al.[23] studied the denoising and 
enhancing of apple night vision images.  All of these provide a 
good theoretical basis for enabling night working of apple 
harvesting robots and provide promise for night working studies.  
Compared with a day working, the environment of night working is 
relatively complex to test the harvesting efficiency of apple 
harvesting robots. At night, many factors, such as light, 
temperature, humidity, etc., will restrict the quality of apple night 
images and influence the recognition precision of target fruits.   

To better adapting to the night working, this paper focused on 
the research of apple night vision images for improving night 
working efficiency.  First, in the apple orchard, different artificial 
lights were selected as auxiliary light, certain sampling rules were 
adopted, and a series of apple night vision images were captured.  
Second, comparing different images by color analysis, the 
appropriate artificial auxiliary light was selected by color 
characteristics of night vision images.  Finally, the noise of each 
night vision image was analyzed, and the noise type was 
determined by visual observation and the difference images method, 
which can provide better theoretical support for night vision image 
de-noising.   

2  Materials and methods 

2.1  Materials 
To achieve the round-the-clock working of apple harvesting 

robots, the continuous working under the environment of the night 
or lacking natural light should be realized. Night working needs to 
be done under the artificial auxiliary light when capturing the 
experimental apple images, and natural light and night vision 
imaging should both be considered.  In this study, under different 
artificial lights, apple night vision images are captured.   
2.1.1  Artificial auxiliary light  

To make sure that the apple can be harvested at night, auxiliary 
lighting is the first consideration.  An artificial auxiliary light 
source is easy to be controlled and has been widely used in 
industrial and agricultural production, as well as in our daily lives.  
Nevertheless, compared with natural light, artificial light has many 
deficiencies, such as low light intensity, uneven light, small 
illumination range and poor stability. Low-illumination 
environment will influence the acquisition quality of night image.  
Compared with natural light images, the captured night vision 
images have some differences and affect the efficiency of image 
processing.   

Artificial light is a light-emitting device which can simulate the 
solar spectrum, and has the biggest advantage of controllability.  
In this study, three different artificial lights were selected, 
including incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps and LED lights.  
Their color temperature and rendering have a great influence on 
night vision images.  The color temperature of incandescent lamps 
is approximately 2700K, belonging to the warm-color light, and the 
color rendering is approximately 100.  The fluorescent lamps and 
the LED's color temperatures are larger than 5000K, belonging to 
cool-color light, and the color rendering is between 70-80.  The 
advantages and disadvantages of the three kinds of artificial lights 
are listed in Table 1. 

 

Table 1  Comparison of the advantages and disadvantages of three types of artificial light 

Types of artificial light  Working principle  Advantages  Disadvantages  

Incandescent lamp  
Through the current reaches above 2000 ℃ high 
temperature to make the tungsten light in a vacuum 
bulb or tube. 

Small size, without reducing illuminance, good 
color rendering, low price, the instantaneous 
start, good stability.   

Using life is short, low 
photosynthetic efficiency, send 
out a lot of heat. 

Fluorescent lamp  
Through low-pressure gas to discharge lamp, bulb or 
glass tube inner surface coated with phosphor, which 
filled with mercury vapour and inert gas. 

High light efficiency, good color rendering and 
low surface temperature.  
 

Poor stability and low power 
factor.  
 

LED light 
A light emitting diode semiconductor devices, which 
can convert electric power into visible light’s solid 
state.  

Luminous high purity, high photoelectric 
conversion rate, good color rendering, does not 
need high pressure, no radiation, no pollution.  

Low brightness values, 
Divergent light, high price.  
 

 

In the apple orchard, the working environment of apple 
harvesting robots is outside, so when images are captured, the 
power source of artificial light is provided by the accumulator.  In 
this study, the type of power source and artificial lights are as 
follows: lead-acid battery, 12 V DC output voltage, 36 A·h 
capacity; the rated voltage of Incandescent lamps is 12 V DC, 
power is 35 W; fluorescent lamp, 12 V DC, 35 W; The LED light 
is made up of 9 groups of 1 W lights, which have aluminum plates. 

Following the principle of shadowless lamps, auxiliary lighting 
equipment is designed to eliminate the shadow influence of 
captured images as much as possible.  It is composed of 8 group 
lamps in a circle, with the camera located in the centre.  
Considering that the auxiliary light needs to be assembled on the 
apple harvesting robot, the circular radius should not be too large, 
with a stent length radius of no more than 0.5 m, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1  Design of service lighting 
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2.1.2  Captured environment 
Captured location: Dashahe apple production park, Fengxian, 

Jiangsu Province, China (experimental base of apple harvesting 
robot, Jiangsu University), apple plantations in Anxiangyujia 
village, Penglai, Shandong province, China.   

Captured environment: natural light luminance is tested by a 
luminance tester (type: TASI-8720, the maximum range of  
200 000 lx, the resolution is 1 lx, Suzhou TASI Electronic Co., 
Ltd), the natural light luminance is below 1, artificial light is used 
for auxiliary lighting, and night vision images are captured. 

Camera: AFT-0814MP, focal length 8 mm, viewing Angle 54 
degrees, relative optical path F1.4-C, image surface sizes 1/2", 
minimum object distance 0.15 m. 

Captured image method: select fruit sample points and then 
mark the location and direction of the fruits by benchmarking, 
keeping the same position and angle when the image is captured to 
make sure the apple image is consistent under the natural light and 

auxiliary lights. 
Sample points of the image captured: the selection of fruit 

sample points should be representative.  In practice, the eternally 
changing natural apple growth posture and the varied capture 
angles caused by different camera positions often make the 
captured fruit images showing a diversity of postures.  This 
phenomenon is more evident in single fruits without sunscreen, 
overlapping fruit, fruits that are covered by leaves.  Therefore, the 
sampling should be targeted and representative for achieving 
reasonable results. 
2.1.3  Night vision image 

To sum up, the apple images are captured from selected sample 
points.  In this paper, an example of two groups of apple images 
from two sample points is shown in Figure 2.  Under the same 
capture angle and position and different light environments, the 
groups of apple images are captured with natural light, 
incandescent lamp, fluorescent lamp and LED light. 

 

  
a1. Natural light a2. Incandescent lamp a3. Fluorescent lamp a4. LED 

  
b1. Natural light b2. Incandescent lamp b3. Fluorescent lamp b4. LED 

 

Figure 2  Apple original images under natural light and different artificial light sources 
 

From Figure 2, we can clearly see that the night vision images 
are different from the natural light images, and the backgrounds of 
apple night vision images exhibit large dark space.  On the whole, 
night vision images seem obscure, branches and leaves are not 
clear, and to a certain extent, the surfaces of target fruits highlight 
reflective area and shadow, and the edge of target fruits seems 
slightly obscured.  
2.2  Methods 

To a great extent, many factors will influence the quality of 
apple night vision images, including some characteristics of 
artificial light, such as illumination intensity, color temperature, 
color rendering, and so on, as well as some conditions of the night 
working, such as temperature, humidity, and so on.  To further 
understand the apple night vision images, know their characteristics, 
and get ready for further processing, some analyses need to be done 
for night vision images, including color analysis, intuitive visual 
analysis, and difference image analysis.  The main work of this 
study includes apple night vision image precise captured and 
preprocessing.  The flowchart of night vision image preprocessing 
is shown in Figure 3.  

 
Figure 3  Flow chart of night vision image preprocessing 

 

2.2.1  Color analysis 
To analyze the color features corresponding to the different 

scenery in the captured apple images, four images of sample point, 
for example, were taken under the RGB color space, with color 
information decomposition of apple images. 
2.2.2  Intuitive visual analysis  

From Figure 2, compared with the apple images of different 
light environments, it seems obvious that night vision images under 
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different auxiliary lights are obscure due to the existence of noise.  
Since artificial light having more deficiencies than natural light, 
and coupled with the relatively low temperature and high humidity 
in the night environment (factors that will influence the normal 
work of the image sensor), it is easy for the camera’s exposure to 
be insufficient and lead to noise in apple night vision images. 

To contrast the differences between captured apple images 
under different light environments more clearly, eight apple images 
were processed.  They were transformed into grayscale mode, so 
the noisy points in images can be directly observed. 
2.2.3  Difference image analysis  

In the process of capturing apple night vision images, the 
camera’s precision, the lighting environment provided by artificial 
auxiliary light, temperature and humidity of the surrounding 
environment, and even the change of ambient air may be leading to 
the noise in the night vision images.  This noise will affect further 
processing of night vision images.  First, the type of the noise 
needs to be determined, and then an appropriate de-noising 

algorithm is designed, to better eliminate noise.   
In many existing studies related to night vision image 

research[24,25], Gaussian noise is the main noise of night vision 
images.  Moreover, Gaussian noise commonly exists in signals of 
image, sound, and electromagnetism.  To further determine the 
noise type of apple night vision images, this study attempts to 
introduce a different method for image analysis.  The basic 
principle of this method is that for the same image capture 
environment and one sample point, the noise is generated randomly; 
if two same-size and static images are captured and if no noise 
exists, the gray value corresponding to the two static images 
subtraction is 0; if noise exists, it is impossible for the gray value 
subtraction to be 0, and the subtraction image is the noise data. 

3 Results and discussion 

3.1  Results of color analysis 
The color information decomposition of apple images figure 2a 

as shown in Figure 4. 

 
a. Color distribution of natural light image  b. Color distribution of incandescent lamp image 

 
c. Color distribution of fluorescent lamp image  d. Color distribution of the LED image 

 

Note: The red line represents the R component, the green line represents the G component, and the blue line represents the B component; these 
three lines show the black horizontal dotted line corresponding to RGB components of the image pixel. 

Figure 4  Corresponding RGB components of images under different lights 
 

In Figure 4, RGB components correspond to the different 
scenery in the apple natural light images and three different night 
vision images, and there are obvious differences of color features 
between natural-light images and night vision images.  Comparing 
these night vision images in terms of color performance, it is 
discovered that the captured image has the highest color saturation 
under the incandescent lamps, the fluorescent lamp image is 
intermediate, and the color of the LED image is the coolest with the 
worst color saturation.  Further comparing the RGB components 
of different landscapes, the advantage of the R component of the 
image of the incandescent lamp is more obvious, and the R 
component superiority of the other two kinds of night vision 
images is less obvious. 

Comparing natural-light images and night vision images, 

the R component of target fruits is obviously bigger than G and B 
components.  For natural light images, the RGB component 
difference of leaves and benches is bigger, and this is mainly due to 
the attenuation characteristics of the light source.  Otherwise, for 
night vision images, this difference is relatively smaller.   

Overall, the color performance of apple night vision images 
under the incandescent lamp is closer to natural light images.  
From the perspective of the color feature, based on the advantage 
of night vision images under incandescent lamps, with 
incandescent lamps as the selected auxiliary light, it is more 
appropriate for apple harvesting robots to work at night. 
3.2  Intuitive visual analysis  

The transformed grayscale images are shown in Figure 5. 
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a1. Natural light a2. Incandescent lamp a3. Fluorescent lamp a4. LED 

 
b1. Natural light b2. Incandescent lamp b3. Fluorescent lamp b4. LED 

 

Figure 5  Grayscale of original apple images 
 

From an intuitive visual point of view under grayscale mode, 
Figure 5 shows that compared with natural light images, three 
kinds of different night vision images contain relative amounts of 
noisy points.  Preliminarily, these night vision images are 
suspected for mixed noise.  Apple night vision images contain 
some salt and pepper noise; this noise type can be determined by 
visual observation directly, but other types can’t be determined 
directly and need further analysis. 
3.3  Difference image analysis  

Here, the captured apple night vision image under an 
incandescent lamp is used as an example, in which the noise 
analysis is performed by the difference image algorithm.  Under 
the same capture environment, two static apple night vision images 
are consecutively captured, and the image subtraction effect is 
shown in Figure 6.   

The subtraction of two night vision images by using the 
difference image method is shown in Figure 6a, which is computed 
by using the noise data of apple night vision images.  The gray 
histogram of Figure 6a is shown in Figure 6b to clarify that the 
gray histogram of noise data is close to the Gaussian distribution.  
Therefore, it was determined that this noise type is Gaussian noise.   

Similarly, for the night vision image under two other kinds of 
different artificial auxiliary light, difference image analysis was 
completed and produced the same conclusion that the noise type is 
Gaussian noise.  In addition, for multiple sets of sample points, 
the results of repeated testing also led to the same conclusion.   

Summing up the above, in this study, the noise type of several 
apple night vision images under different artificial auxiliary light is 
mixed noise, in which Gaussian noise is given priority, with some 
salt and pepper noise. 

 
a. Noise image b. Gray histogram 

 

Figure 6  Diagram of images subtraction 
 

3.4  Discussion  
This study focused on three aspects: the acquisition of night 

vision images, color analysis of natural and night vision images, 
and noise analysis for night vision images.  Since the night 
working environment is very complex, and many factors can 
influence the quality of night vision images, such as the distance 

between target and light source, exposure time, the power of the 
artificial light source, and so on.  To better process night vision 
images, further work should focus on getting more accurate image 
information, providing the precision signal for target recognition[26], 
video or image processing[27,28], and servo control[29], etc.  
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4  Conclusions 

To achieve the round-the-clock working of apple harvesting 
robots, the night vision image is regarded as the research object of 
this study.  Focusing on images captured at night, the performance, 
cost and practicability of artificial light, incandescent lamps, 
fluorescent lamps, and LED lamps were considered and used to fill 
light.  According to the set conditions, the images were captured, 
and natural light and night vision images of the same sample points 
were obtained.  Some related analyses of these images were 
required to better understand differences. 

By color analysis, it has been found that in both natural light 
and night vision images, the R component of target fruits is bigger 
than G and B components.  For color component differences 
between the branches or leaves, natural light images reveal bigger 
differences than night vision images; the comparison of three kinds 
of night vision images, the color feature of incandescent lamp 
images was found to be closer to natural light images and had the 
highest color saturation.  From the intuitive visual observations, 
compared with natural light images, apple night vision images are 
relatively obscure—the edge of the target fruit is not clear, and the 
night vision image contains much noise including salt and pepper 
noise.  To further determine the noise type, this study uses night 
vision images under the incandescent lamp as an example, 
difference image analysis is introduced, and the results show that 
night vision images contain lots of Gaussian noises.  Two other 
kinds of night vision images are tested by difference image analysis, 
and when the experiment was repeated, the results are consistent.  
Therefore, the noise type of the night vision image is determined as 
mixed noise, in which Gaussian noise is given priority with some 
salt and pepper noise. 
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